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Dear Inspector to HM government on the Call-in for planning proposals 

As a resident we were canvassed about issues from the Airport from KWPC. 

• The (in the Parish of Kings Walden) Breachwood Green village has been ignored for many 

years without being included or consulted in matters to it.  How is this fair and transparent, 

and how does this sound with them stating they have “worked with their communities”? 

• The way the airport has acted stating it works with “community” in mind when building the 

carparks promoting excessive light pollution, they did absolutely nothing to canvass the 

village and mitigate these constructions and we have evidence of a meeting I attended at 

Ramridge Primary School where Robin Porter stated they didn’t have a Policy.  They played 

lip-service and now use the DC to use as a tool to be included in “enhanced landscaping” to 

hide the development.  It should have been done already being the “considerate 

neighbour”.  We also have some good pictures of the “Las Vegas” light pollution effect to 

show the inspector. 

• The noise monitoring is far too subjective.  We experience excessive noise rather than the 

thousands of complaints from Harpenden/St. Albans who experience noise, the noise debate 

is not contextualised.    

• Airport noise monitoring is not independent and biased (Interpreted as they wish) 

• The surface-access to the airport had not been considered from a local point of view with 

LLA putting blame on Herts CC that they conducted a Traffic survey and didn’t even think to 

include our issues.  They have not considered the access from Eaton Green road and the 

carnage this will have for village access and new carpark exit roads filtering out onto Darley 

Road.  Repeatedly asked for “No through Traffic”. 

• The compensation scheme needs to be broader and fairer to all residents of the 

village/hamlets affected in the Parish of KW.  It needs to be consistent not based on contour 

lines focused on Oxford Road.  We all experience the same noise subjectively!  I experience 

huge vibrations and rattling of windows to the point house completely shakes.  Oxford Rd 

may get a different effect of vibrations, and noise. 

• LADACAN is not a statutory body and do not represent the Parish.  The Parish Council is the 

Statuary body.  But they defaulted to LADACAN. 

Yours Faithfully 

 

Joe Graziano 

Director 
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